A Clarion Call for Applications for a Presidential scholarship for Post Doctorate Studies for Women

Presidential Post Doctorate Bursaries are aimed at those who have completed Ph. D. studies at Tel Aviv University. Under the program, five scholarships will be awarded in the 2019-2020 academic year to help women embark on post doctorate degree studies at leading universities around the world. The grant is subject to the tax laws of the State of Israel.

The Scope of the Bursary

$50,000 for 2 years ($25,000 each year)

Those who meet the following conditions are eligible to apply for the scholarship:

- Holders of Ph. D. degrees from one of the faculties at Tel Aviv University or a Ph. D. candidate who is expected to complete his Ph. D. studies during the current academic year.
- A graduate or Ph. D. student admitted to a post doctorate position at a prestigious university abroad or has begun a post doctorate admissions process.

The manner of submitting candidacy

The documents can be written in Hebrew or English. The application will include:

1. A CV including personal details (age, marital status)
2. A document confirming an invitation / acceptance to the post or a letter of support from a host abroad confirming that it will be prepared to take in the post doctorate candidate for the forthcoming school year.
3. A personal cover letter; with reference to the subjects which the applicant finds it prudent to note and which do not form part of the other documents.
4. Specifies additional scholarships that the candidate has received for the post doctorate degree.
5. Two recommendations (one from the direct mentor and the other - of the candidate’s choice). The letters of recommendation can be attached to the documents or sent directly by email to: bonehmizраhi@tauex.tau.ac.il
6. A document is attached to the clarion call. It must be signed and attached to the other documents.

The application, **together with all the required documents**, must be submitted as follows:

1. By means of a [personal information form](#) found at the above link.
2. Dispatch of one copy, by internal mail, to Prof. Ilana Eli, President’s Adviser on Gender Equity, School of Dentistry.

The University of Tel Aviv expects that upon completion of the post doctorate dissertation, the winner will apply to Tel Aviv University to join as a faculty member.

**Deadline to apply for the scholarship is February 27, 2020**
Appendix for applying for candidacy for the Presidential Post Doctorate scholarship for the תש"ף [2019 - 2020] academic year

University President's Outstanding Post Doctorate scholarship

Program

I, the undersigned, __________________ undertake that towards the completion of my post doctorate study abroad, I will apply to Tel Aviv University to be accepted as a faculty member, and should the conditions mature, I will return to Israel and serve as a faculty member at the Institution.

Name ___________________________ Signature _____________________

I. D. No. __________________________ Date ______________________